Anil Enterprises

https://www.indiamart.com/anilbamboomachines/

We are a renowned manufacturers of a wide range of Bamboo Processing Machines and Treatment Plant. We give a complete solution to our customers. Our machines are very well designed and sturdily built to give a maintenance free performance.
About Us

The company was incepted by young engineer entreprenuers in 1982. For the past 27 years, we have been offering our clients a wide range of Engineering products. Today we are a renowned manufacturer of the following products Bamboo Processing Machinery such as Bamboo Machines, Bamboo Processing Machines, Bamboo Seasoning Machines, Bamboo Treatment Plants and Heat Treatment Furnaces. These include Square Stick Making Machines, Round Stick Making Machine, Bamboo Sliver Making Machines, Bamboo Flooring Making Machine, Bamboo Furniture Making Machine

The four phrases which define our company well are:

- Entrepreneurial Spirit
- Customized Technological solutions
- Sharp Quality Focus
- Continual Improvement

Over the years we have build an image of reliable and trusted vendors for our customers. Our esteemed furnace clients list includes: BHELs, Defence Units, MAN, Allied Asia, Magadh etc. Our ket clients in bamboo sector are: KSBC, IPIRTI, URAVU, SAHAJ, various DFOs etc. We are associated with NMBA, NBM, DC(H)

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/anilbamboomachines/profile.html
ROUND AGARBATTI STICK MAKING MACHINE

Round Stick Making Machine
Radial Splitter Machine
Bamboo Sliver Machine
Bamboo Stick Polishing Machine
BAMBOO TREATMENT PLANT

Bamboo Vacuum Pressure Impregnation Plant

Vacuum Impregnation Plant

Bamboo Seasoning / Drying Oven
SQUARE STICK MAKING MACHINE

Bamboo Heavy Duty Sliver Machine

Bamboo Crosscut Machine

Square Stick Making Machine
BAMBOO FURNITURE MACHINE

Parallel Splitter Machine (Single Side)

Bamboo Turning Machine, Kharad Machine

Belt and Disc Sander Machine

Four Side Planing Machine
TCT CIRCULAR SAWS

Circular Saws

Thin Circular Saw

TCT Circular Saw
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Bamboo Cross Cut Machine

Two Side Planning Machine

Bamboo Processing Machines

Annealing Furnace
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CONTACT US

Anil Enterprises
Contact Person: Rohit Agrawal

Shed No. 11, Ujjain Road, Industrial Area
Dewas - 455001, Madhya Pradesh, India

📞 +91-8048757004
🌐 https://www.indiamart.com/anilbamboomachines/